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FOr_the .patt three years the Southwest Educational Development

Laboratory has' been engaged in a _program of research on the teaching of

reading to bilingual children: The research is funded by the National

Institute Of Education. The primary goal of that research is to map out

some of the variations which exist in bilingual,reading programs and to

assess the impact of those variations on the achievement of chtldren_with

varying language and cognitive backgrounds: The,research is a seven-year,

'longitudinal study which will track the reading progress of approximately.

.

400 children from kindergar* through grade four. The study is designed

to examine the effects of the interaction of certain learner characteristics°

and type of reading- instruction on the reading achievement of SO9ish-
t

English bilingual children in the state of Texas. Among the learner char=
. _

teristics of interest to us are cognitive style, cognitive development,

\, degree Of bilingualism, and level of linguistic awareness. Of particular

importance in understanding the effects of.the reading instruction on the

child's reading progress is a consideration 4f the child's degree of bilin-

gualttm, her/his pattern of language use, and the level of.developmentIthe/

he has reached in each of the languages, she/he sbeaks. Thus the nature of

our research requires extensive and precise examination ofthe children's

oral language development.

The study is built around a 1 variation" design and oalls for

a careful selection of school districts, schools, teachers, and 'students.

For some purposes, all students in a class are,tested with certain instru-

ments;. or 'other purposes, the instructjonal programs for the entire/class

is observed. In addition, a target subsample of ten students is.selected

4 1



in each classroom for a more detailed "Oase study" examination. This
;

target group of students is, the subject of special observation and of

individual assessment. The target stmdents were selected to be representa-

ti\yeiofthe population from Which they were drawn in terms of sex, language 116

7

status, and cognitive style as defined by the constructs of field dependence/

_field independence and reflection/iMpulsivity.--In Year Two, the sample
.

consisted 'of 120 Spanish-Engliih bilingual students from three school dis-

tracts in the border areas &f south central and'soUthwestern TeXas. Most

of the children were from lov4 tolower-middle income families. About one

fourth are'classified as migrant; all ofthe.children are bilingual to one
_ *

degree or another, with the majority'of the children dominant in Spanish.

Language Assessment

For the purpose of assessing the children s language abilities and for
, .

monitoring their language grbwth, three types of-language measures are used

in the study: (1) a oral language proficiency test, (b) teacher ratings;

and'` (c) an ethnographic verification of the children's languag'e abilities.

The oral language proficiency test is selected by the-school district

from a list of state-approved, commercially-available language tests. All

of the children in the sample during the first two years w&e.administered

the Language Assessment Scales - LAS Lae Avila & Duncan, 1977) in both

EnglishandSpanishinthefall of each year. -
y

teacher ratings of the children's language ability are provided to the

project on three occ, ions during the school year. During the first month

The study presently contains children who reflecta much wider range

in degree of bilingualism and a wider range of socioeconomic status as well.

It also Contains a monolingual English-speaking control group and a control

group of monolingual Spanish - speaking. students. However, these latter chil-

drer entered the study just this fall and are not discussed in this report.



V
of school, the teacher§ rated all children in their classes on the Student'

"-GReratIOnatirkgeAssessment Scale (Duncan & De Avila: 1976). This pro- .

, T. ,

vides an impressionistiC, global-View of the child's ability in both lan-

/

guages, whiCh May be used to verify the child's oral language proficiency

test scores../ This information is alsdUSedas One criterion for selecting .

4e n'

target.children in each of the clasies. In the month of Ddcember, after.lhe

teachers have become familiAr with the language patte and usage of their

child'', all target children are rated by their teachers onAthe SEDL Oral_

r
langu ge Proficiency Scale (MacerMatiuck, et al., 1979) in, both English and

( Span14h (see' Appendix I). The teachers race the children once again on

this same Cale in Ard] or May, concurrent with the administration of the

Ir

1
reading achievement tests.,

/1. For the purpose of monitoring the child's language growth as well as

verifying the child's language status, audiota0ed speech ample are taken

once 'a month from each of the target children (Mace=Matluck, et al., 1978),
-\

The lamples-are taken on 4 rotating schedule in three Communication settings:

In the classroom, in the home, and either on the playground or in other

non-instructional settings within theschool.

The taped samples for each child are 20=30 minutes in length. Standiisd

cassette tape recorders and lapel, or lavalier, microphones are used, for ,

taping inithe classroom. The taped samples on the playground and in the home

, .

are obtained by placing an activated microcassette tape recorder in the

pocket ofa specially-designed belt=and=sah worn by the child. This is

similar to that worn by children on School-crossing patrol. A very.small

lapel microphone extends from tht tape recorder up under the sash and

through a buttonhold at shoulder height, ensuring that the microphone

ideally placed pick up the child's speech, as well
Q>,

that Of othett
t



around her/him..

Each of the tapes is transcribed by a bilin ual ipeaker.i SEEM staff

m4ibers and/or consultants who have experttse in oral 1 guage assessment

and linguistics examine the transcripts and tap d samples forextent and

quality of language and for language preference in each of the communica=

tion settings. As we
.

evaluate the tapes we 'record certain 'information

Omit the total interactfon (e:g., general 10 uage use of the student and
2

of the interlocuters, dialect variations, instances of codeswitching and

language alternation, ertiirs in phonologicalind grammatical structures,-

instap;es of,egocentricSpeech, spontaneous se of fOlkloric games, rhymes,

Stories, songs; etC4). In addition, the Child is' given ain oral proficienCy

rating based on the same criteria used by the teachers in makingtheir

ratings.

Findings and Discussion

The three sources of information (tile test scores, teacher ,ratings;.'

aad taped samples) hate provided us with a rich sand varied data bank. From

the analyses we have made to date, seveal statements caa.be made about.the

gineral characteristics of the children's language use within the three

communication settings.

Language Preference Across-the Three Settings

Table I depicts the percentage of tapes that were characterized by a'

particular type of language use by the 6ompOgitgroup of target children

*representing the three school districts. In the classroom English was the

chjid's choice of language on about one half of the tapes; Spanish was used

by the child on about one' third of the tapes; both langUages were used in

one or more episodes in 20 percent of the tapes.. As was true of the first



Table 1
Type of Language Use of the Target Chi en Within

.Three Communication Settings - All Sites

SETTING
Classroom N =,1541Playground (N=177) Home (N=156)

Primarily Spanish 29% 59% 57%

Primarily English ' 49% 18% 22%

Alternating .6',/E) 1%

Both (one or more
episodes in which
each language was'
used primarily)

Rp 22% 17%

Codeswitching 1% 1% 4%
1

1

e
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year data; we find very-little codeswitching.by the children in the class-
,

room even though there were numerous'instances of codeswitching and

mixing by the teachers.

On the playground the children's obvious choice was Spanish. However,

0approximately,40 percent of.the tapes were classified as primarily English

or containing epitodei of both English and Spanish on, the same tape. We

have found that, oVerall, more English is being used on the playground in

this year's data than in those of the previous year and that codeswitching

and language mixing is less prevalent as well.

The home setting essentially mirrors the patterns of language use

found on the playground. Overall, the children tended to speak Spanish to

adult members of the family, but to show a preference for English when con=

versing with older siblings and playmates. In only a few homes was English

uted as the primary language of communication with all family members.

,Language use by school district. When comparing the data across the

school'districts (see Table 2) one finds a similar pattern of language use
e

in the home setting across the three districts. However, considerably more

Eglish was used by the children on the playground in the two school dis-

tricts locatedsome 40 miles fran the city of El Ras() (Districts B and C)

than by the children from the rural, rather isolated school district in the

Rio Grande.Yalley.of south central Texas (ibistrict,A)., ,.

Another interesting pattern is noted in the data on classrodnicusage.

Notice that in District A, where the children are using primarily*anish
, ..

J

on the playground much.of the time, there js a 'heavy emphasis on Engliih in

the classroom. spiiie use of Spanith is maintained, hOwevert'either asthe

primary languag-e or with one or more episodes of-primarily Spanish on the

1..

tapes where bath languages are used. Also notic&that, while negligible,



Table 2
Type of Language Use of the Target Children Within Three'

Communication Settings - by School District,

Type_e_LanquagsUst Classroom'
SETTING'

.: 'Playground HoMeABCA B. C B C

Primarily Spanish 20% 38% 53% 67% 52% 42% 58% 56% 56%

Primarily English 51% 63% 42% 11 %' 29% 19% 17% 29% 26%

Alternating 2% - - -

both 27%, .-* 37% 20% 17% 33% 21% 16% 10%

Codeswitching 3% 1% 2% 4% = 8%

District A District B District C

Classroom 1 = 108 N = 08 N = 38

Playground N = .89 N = 52 N = 36.

Home N = 72* N =- 45 N = 39



.alternating (concurrent use of the two' languages is found 'only'in Distritt

A. The' other two districts (B and C) tend to keep the, tWo languages separate,

with a greater'emphasis' EngliSh in the classroom in District B and *out

equal amoOts of Spanishand English used in District C.

Language use by grade level. We find no gneat difference in the

pattern of language use among the children on the basis of age/grade level

within the home setting (see Table 3). 'On the playground, we see a greaten

use of both languages by'the Older thildren, -suggesting that the chqdren,

have gained considerably more skill and confidence in their English' after

one or morelears of schooling. The classroom.neveals a distinct difference

among, grade.leves in the amour-4/6f Spanish used by the children. At kin,

dergenteri,,there is a decided 'preference ,for Spanish. At first grade; the,

emphasis shifts dramatiCajly to English. At second grade, English continues

be" the primary language of the children with primarily. Spanish used,only .

casionally. HoweVer, we seean increase at secondgrade ormore episodes'

tarring in each. of Ian, ages within the same tape. The children sem

//to be able to.shi44i 'one 4 uage or the other.on dem) at that point in
9

their schooling..

\

ualit

We have fOund.that)the qualit of the chijdreh's language, as well as

their ianguag refer nce,_varies de ending upon the setting. In the class-
- ,

room the childr s language is great restricted as compared;with thef'F

_

. userpf latamaup the playground and the home. .In that setting, their

, -..,-

utterances, 00th in. English and in Span sh, tend to-be shorter and :lets, rich"
....t, ,

in'vocablulary and s ntactic structures. \A definite rise in pitch is

N.
noticeable in the v i\ces of some of the Cildren on their classroom tapes..

. 3

y
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Table 3

Type of Language Use of the Target Children Within the Three
Communication Settings - by Grade Level

. S:ETTING
Type of Language Use

.,

Classroom =154) Play = Home =156)
2

-(N-
1K .1 K - K

Primarily Spanish. 49% 26% 5% 60% 59% 57% 56% 57% 61%

Primarily English 33 %. 60% 56% 23% 13%,' 17% 27% 19% 22%

Alternating 4%

Both ' 14 %. .12% 39% 13% 27% 25% 16% 17% 17%

Codeswitching 2 % - j , 2% 3% 2% 8%

,4"



We are quite sure that these differences are not due to the type Of teachers

we have==these are good teachers-and proficient bilinguals who empathize

with the students -nor are they a function of particular school per se,

;
nor of the type of school program being offere . This same phenomenon is

occurring in all of our sites. We fe41 that it is more likely due to the

nature of school itself--the institution we have created--and how children

_

,react to that environment. It 'is alsb related, we believe, to the fact

that the school setting requires a kind offormal language which many chil-

,dren have not yet learned to use and which must be-acquicred in the course :

of'.language develOpment. What we findtypically in the tapes is thaf the

teacher initiates most of the interactions; the children. respond with

utterances limited to short answers or simple declarative sentences, which
. -

often include false starts and/or suspensions. At all grade levels in

which we are presently involved (k-2), the children at times also respond

with oral narratives or expository text of two. or three sentences usually

joined by connectors such as and or then.. As the'chtldren,Move into second

grade we notice that they are prod ing longer oral ilarratives, but they are

still made up mostly of conjoin sentences,. A few children, however, are

beginning to'be more explki in their responses and more'definite in their

mode of delivery, suggesting to us that those children are beginning to

acquire the features of language needed to deal with the formal language of

the textbooks and with the_f al spoken language of the classroom tht is

employed when dealing with abStractions and problem solving.

From the point of view of evaluating children's use of language\or

interpersonal communication, the playground tapes have been the most.prodtic-

tive. It is here-that we find the greatest'variety of language forms. and

usage.. Negatives, interrogatives, and imperatives all bpt missing in the

10
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., classroom) abound on the playground, and the children perform in a variety

of discourse roles including that of initiating and maintaining as well as

responding.

The home .tapes have all been extremely valuable for this purpose and

have helped us in understanding .the home environment of the children and

the language backgroand they bring with them. It is in these tapes that

we have found a rich source of games,.rhymes, songs, and stori's that the

children know and use.

In addition, a computer program has been written to do certain analyses'

of the taped language data from all, three settings!. The speech found on

44 of the tapes has been stored in the computer and an analysis of the chit=

dren's oral vocabulary in Spanish has been,cbmpleted. When examined in this

manner, the evidence is clear that these bilingual children have a rich and

varied vocabulary in their mother tongUg. As the analyses continue, it is

Wiped that Spanish words that are actually used by bilingual children in the

US. can be documented and organized in terms of categories and frequency.

Work of this kind should be invaluable in designing materials for oral

language development and reading for thise children.

Our. disbussion of the general characteristics of the children's lan-
.

guage would not be complete without some mention of the children's use of

(English. For those children in the subsample who appeared at the beginning

of thest"dy to be/equally at home in either language, their English was

quite similar to that of monolingual speakers of English of the same age,

with the possible exception of a slight overlay of Spi'nish in their English

phonological system (e.g., rhythm, vowel strubturei). The children who were

identified as monolingual speakers of-Spanish at the beginning of the study

reflected the early stages of second-language acquisition during the first



YOr: they appeared. to understand more English than they could produce;

they had control of sOme.stock phrases; they knew and used &ome of the

morphological signals; but their range of syntactic patterns was quite

limited. The remaining children were dominant in Spanish at the beginning

of the study and reflected various stages in their acquisition of English.

Comm= ,to all of these ,children-,Wa& a.limited range .of English vocabularto.

As was notedin the first'year data, English was and still is used more

frequently by all of the children when dealing with the alphabet, nuMbers

in sequence, color names, school objects .(e.g., Ole, tape recorder, tape,

teacher, folder), and playground items.and terms (e.6., swings, slide, etc.,

and On your mark! Getset! kk0). Also songs, rhymes, and chants learned in

school frequently appear on the tapes in English.

The second year data show clearly a number of Changes in the children's

development of Spanish and in their ability to use English. -Changes in'the

children's.Patternsof codeswitching and codemixing are also noted. These

are discussed tn:the papers which follow.

In.closing I should like to say 'that as we continue the analyses of

the data' from the speech samples and,other sources, we will continue to

look ior evidence of growth by individual children and for better wags of,

characterizing tht.Aangmage of children who are perceived by their tedchers

to be effective users tf' the language versus those who are perceived to be

less so. We are'41so beginning to work toward trying to define those aspects

of language which predict to school success.

12



Summary

To summarize, we have observed over a two-year period the language

development and patterns of language use of 120 Spanish - English bilingual

children. Our findings to date suggest that (1) the children not only vary

in their ability to use the two languageS but that they show a preference

_

for the use of one language over the other depending upon:the setting and

the person(s) with whoM:they are interacting; (2) diScdOrSein'the'classroom

appears to require the use of a formal style of languagewhich differs from

that used i basic interpeNzl communication; the children are sensitive to

this form of language, but many children injthe early years of schooling

appear to be somewhat limited in their ability to interact in' this register;

(3) children's acquisition of reading Sills and the acquisitioh of language

are both highly individualistic in nature;-both appear to be influenced in no

small part by.factors outside of the instructional program; (4) codeswttching.

/.

while negligible in the spdech behavior of the thildren, is more prevalent in

the children's speech in_soMe communities than in others; it appears that as

children get older and /or gain mo0 skill in two languaget, more code-

,switching occurs as does more com0ex forms (such as'phrasal switching); and

csy multiple measures of oral language proficiency may be needed to provide

a valid and reliable assessment of the bilingual child's ,language abilities.

Finally, what are the implications for the classroom that we can dt-aw

from,our study in its present stage? Our experience would seem to suggest

the following:

r. Look at these children as individuals.

2. Learn all you can about each child's ability in her/his two lan-

guages as well as her/his patterns of language use.

3. Recognize that these children generally have a language that Serves

them well for interpersonal communication. It is rich in vocabula,y

and syntactic structures and in the functions of language needed in

social interactions.



Notice whether or not the child is experienced in the forth of

language needed f66 the classroom.- lt_may yell use that a greater

emphasis should be plieed on school - related language in the

\\ matei-ialt and instruction specifically designated for oral lan-

. \guage development.

5. Keep in mincl..that oral language 'test seer_ es o-Vyoung children may

not proyide a reliable picture of the Child's language resources.

Teadhert can be trained to obServe children's language behavior

and to make reasonably good estimates of the children's ability

to perform in the school Setting: \

(

14
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#

Student' s Name

Teacher

School

Di strict

LANGUAGE -SAMPLE--PATING SHEET

.

1
1. Type of interaction (circle_one)": T P f.

2.. General language use of :inte, locuters ccilygpone)-:2

3. General -lariguagg'use of student. (circle one): S

Oral proficiency rating:3 '

NGrade

ti

Date Collected

Rater

Date Rated

SPANISH

(If used by studen

E A

4 ENGLISH,

(if used by student)

PRONUNCIATION 5 1 3- ---4---!5-

GRAMMAR I .2 1 4 5 1 2 3 4

_

VOCABULARY 1 2 3\ ' 4 5 3

COMPREHENSION ' 4 "5 1 2 3 4 5.

OVERALL_COMMU='
NICATIVE SKILL 1 2 3 4, '5 1 2 3 4 5

,_

T = Teacher-rupil; P = Peer-Pupil; F

2
S Spanish; E = English; A = Alternate use of both; C = Code Switching; B t Both

Refer to accompanying criteria sheet

'20
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Date Student Name .

Subool Teacher

STUDENT OPERATIONAL tANduAgE ASSESSMENT

Please mark the one box which most closely describes,the way this student uses English
and/or Spanish.

Has native-like comprehension of both English and-Spanish and produces
language which is coherent and syntactically.(grammatically) correct, with
complete native-like fluency, in both English and Spanish.

I. Partial bilingual English dominant

Understands all spoken English and produces English utterances with
native -like fluency and correctness in'syAtax (grammar), and vocabulary.
Also understands some spoken Spanish and can produce fairly complete
sentences in Spanish but with less-than native-like fluency. His/her
sentences in Spanish are somewhat awkward with regularized errors'ili
syntax and vocabulary.

III. Partial bilingual - Spanish dominant

Understands all spoken Spanish and produces Spanish utterances with
native-like fluency and correctness in syntax (grammar) and vocabula
Also understands some English and can produce fairly complete seatences
in English but with less -than native -like fluency. His/her sentences in
.English are somewhat awkward with regularized errors in syntax and L

vocabulary.

-IV.

Understands all spoken English and speaks English with ease and complete
native-like fluency and correctness. If any Spanish is understood or \

spoken it is no more than few isolated words or expressions.

V. Monolingual Spanish

Understands all spoken Spanish, and speaks Spanish with ease and complete
native-like fluency and correctness. If any Epglish is understood or
spoken it is .no more ,than a few isolated.words'or 'elipressions.

VI. Limited Englishilimited-Ypanish

Does not have native competende in either English or Spanish. It may
appear that he/she understands spoken English and Spanish but the oral
production in both languages is labored, characterized by awkward sen-
tences and-systematic errors in syntax (grammar), vOcabulary,and fact.
Usually can't speak English without mixing in Spanish words and vice-versa.

VII. Late language learner

Appears to have serious linguistic,
characterized by either a) labored
with near or complete deficiencies
in both languages, ie. alingual.

difficulties. These difficulties are
and awkward production in one language
in the other; b) total deficiencies

21



dOPAL PROFICIENCY RATING SCALE

Criteria.

PRONUNCIATION
1. Often unfhtelligible due to excessive mispronunciStion, making compre-

hension extremely difficult.

2. Intelligible, but'with frequent mispronunciations which may, at times,

interfere with communication.

3. Always intelligible, but reflects occasional mispronunciations which
are-usually systematic.

4.. Essentially like that-of a native speaker, except for some,residue or

overtones that suggest nonnativeness.

For all practical purposes, like that of a native speaker; pronuncia-
tion may-reflect characteristic features of the dialect of the region:

GRAMMAR
1. Mais excessive number of errors in grammar; excep stock phrases;

extremely,limited in range and variety of syntactic structures.

Makes frequent errors inigrammar, which may interfere- with normal
conimunicatfon; rather 'Milted in range and variety of syntactic struc=
tures; frequently resorts to rephrasing in midcourse.

3. Makes occasional errors in grammar which may, at times, obscure mining-
.

range and variety of,syntactic-structures are relatively limited when

compared with those of native peers.

Makes sporadic errors in grammar that are nontypical of native speakers

of the-same age; grammar is essentially like that of-native speakers

with syntactic structures resembling those of native peers in range and

-variety.

Makes no systematiCierterS in syntwor morOhology,_except for develo

'mental errors"common tomono/ingual speakers_of the same age;:range
and.varietyofrsyntactic structures arelike those used by native

speakers of the same age.

VOCABULARY/'
1. Vdcabulary is severely_ limited and often hampers communication. .

2. Vocabulary is limited when'compared with native peers; frequent use Of

inappropriate terms.

3. 'Vocabulary is-mostly adequate, flit occasionally deficient.

4. Vocabulary is essentially like that of a native speaker of the same

exiiept for sporadic groping for appropriate terms.

age,

5. For all priCtical purpOses, vocabulary is like that of a native speaker

of the same age.
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COMPREHENSI ON
derstands very little speech, except,for a lithited number of items

frequently used in the classroom 'or social' setting-ie.g., greetings);
requires siMplification, repetition, and/or-much use of gestures. d

o.

Understands some adult or peer speech spoken eta normal rate,sbut often
requires simplification of speech or frequent.repetition or rephrasing.

. . .

Understands most.addit.or peer,grbup.speecn, spoken at a norMarate,.
that would utually'be understood by native peers,_but ccasiona -Ty

demonstrateslackAf', or only partial; underitanding.,
..

4. -Understands etsentially everything, spoken at.a normal rate, in school-
relatO, social, or,peet-group' conversation, except for certain idioma-
tic phrases:or conventionalized usage of the languade.'

Understands everything in both classroom and playgroup speech which
wOuld usually be expected of native speakers of the' same age.

OVERALL COMMUNICATION SKILL
Islable toilarticipate only_Minimally in'SchoOl-related or peer -group
conversations conducted in -the language. ,Speech is generally charac,
4ertzed by labored production, incomplete sentences, and/or excessive

number of etrorS. -
_ . _ _ _ r_ .

Is able to get the gist of'most school-related_and peer-group conversa=
tions, but is unable to particpate with. facility iany but very
familiar, routine conversations. Speech is'frequently uneyen,:hesitant,

and fragmented.
,

.

Understands and speaks the language adequately to participate:in most

school-related and peer-groupconversations;'Speech is characterized

by. occasional errors in grammar, some groping for woeds' and at times
,

hesitancy and unevenness in production.

4. Uses the language fluently and accutately, for the most part, and is

able to participate successfully in all=schoql-related and peer-group

conversations. Speech, while tmooth, effortless, and generally with-

.out error, contains some sound qualities and grammatical, structures

which suggest nonnativeness!
r

For alrlipractical putposes, uips the language like a native speaker of

the%saMi age. , Speech in-all School,related and playgroup conversations
is Smootht,effortless, and 'native=ilke.in accuracy.
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Much of the literatureon code-switching in the bilited States his

focused on the use of Spanish and Englis by Chidane andPuerto Rican

'bilinguals. However, researchers in'thiS field are increasipgly turning

their attention to the speech of ehildren, since ,it as'been found that

children who speak two languages start to mix 1ayguages.in their'speech,

in early childhood.
,

..

Most. of the recentliteratUre.on
CodetWItching.-fn children. s speech

focuses', on children Iii the elementary grades, and much of thiS literature

cOndernihe'bilingual speech of children within the classrciom ,(Jacobsoni.:

1976; Zentella, 1978;
Valdez=Fallis,1978; Gonzalez & May, 1980).

Procedure

our work as part.of the Bilingual Reading Study, we have up to .

this point focused on describing the bilingual discourse of children in

\\

kindergarten through grade two. The total sample for this substudy

consists of 24 children. Fourteen of these children are from a schooic_,

district in the, Rio Grande Valley of Texas, and ten of the children are

from two school districts in the border area of southwestern Texas near

.the city of, ET Paso. These latter children are 'at times, treated 'as a
,

single-group for compapson purposes due to the.xer cfbse proximity 'of

the two school districts and the similar environment and background of

thee ten children.
V

e._

Seven of the' children from.the Rio Grande Valley school district,

'hereafter referred tcras District A, were in \thejimt, grade at the time

the data was cbllected; the other seven children were in second grade.

In the southwestern 'Texas school districts, hereafter)referred to as

Disfficts B and C, fouriof the children-were in kkn4rgarten and six

.
were in the f&rst grade during the same time period.
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.
-All-of. the children in the study were taped in three communication

settings: in the claSsrobm, in the home, and on the playground. An ex-

amination of the patterns of codeswitching of the children during the

Jfirst year, of the study (Espino & Dominguez, 1980) revealed that 50% of
a

the children's mixed utterances occurred on the playground,, rather than

'in thehome or in the cld§ii--dom. Since the playground setting appeared

.

to be the most productive 'for the stu6, of language mixing in the children's

speech, it was decided to focus our attention entirely on the playground

tapes for the second year report.

As in the study of the first year data, thepresent analysis uses the

utterance hg the -basic unit of speech: The utterance, in most cases,

corresponds to a single turn of talk. The terms "code-switchee'and

. "mixed" are used synonymously throughout this report to describe all

instances of speech behavior where English was alternated with Spanish,

eithel:within an utterance or between utterances. All bilingual discourse

was analyzed 'as either lexical, phrasal, or sentential code - switching..

A single word or words in the case of a proper noun or formulaic expres-

sion) from one language which was inserted into a grammatical frame of

the other language was considered a lexical switch. These were nouns,

adjectives, adverbs, etc. of one language, usually English, which were

inserted within a SOnish utterance. Few instances were found in which

Spaiiish words were inserted into ah'Engllh utterance. A phrasal switch'

consisted of the substitution of a phrase (prepositional, nominal, verbal)

within an utterance. A sentential switch consisted of a complete

utterance (sentence) from one language which was inserted between two

utterances of the other language or when a complete utterance in one

language followed an utterance in the other language within a single turn.

Alternation of languages between speakers was not included in the analysis.



Results of, the An lysis

The analysis examined'(1) the frequen y of codgswitching between

children from two different border areas in the state of Texas, (2)
I;

differences in, extent of codeswitching by-a group of children over a

two=Idar period, (3) differences in the extent,of language mixing as a

function of age/grade level, and (4) the type of language mixing produced

by the children over time and by region of the State.

switching as a .Function of Region

As has been pointed out in the previous paper, the children inthe

three districts differ in the extent to which English and Spanish is used

on the"playgrdubd..,fis can be noted in Table 1, the children in our sub*-

sample also differ in the extent to which language mixing occurs in that

setting. Codeswitching appears to'be more prevalent in the speech of

the children in the'school district in the Rio Grande Valley (District A)

than it is inithe speech of the children from the two districti in the

El Paso area..

Differences in Extenf ofsCodesw-i-tchio,year Period

Speeth data dethe children from District A span a:two,lea'r period.

fhe fourteen children in the .present studYWere in kindergarten and grade.

. one in Year One'(1978111979)ind.in grades one and tWo in Year Two (1979-
,

1980). It should., be, noted that these fourteen children comprised-part.

-Of the sample reported on by Espino and Dominguez (1980) in the Year One.
. , .

report'. Data on these children provide a two-year-longitudinal view of
,

developMental feature§ of codeswitching behavior. As can be noted in

Table 2t considerably more codeswitching Occurred in the speech .of
4

these

children in Year One of the study than it did in Year TwO. Notice 'that

after one additional sear of schooling for the children at those grade



_levees _the_ grottp as .:a whole tended to use more alT SOinish" utterances

as well as M re "all English" in their speech.

Tabl i 1

Classification of Utterances Produced
by the Combined Group of Students from Districts A',

in Year Two (1979=1980)

P

and C

Enlish

Distric A District B -District C

16% (237) _67%_0981) 56% (228)

Spanish 76% (1108) 31% (135)

Mixed X112) (5)

39% (1571---

5% .(19)

Table 2

Classification of Utterances Produced by Target Student
from District A in Year .1 (1978-1979) and ear 2 (1979 - 1980')

,--- Year 1 (1978-1979):

13% (102)

---Year-14197-91.980)

English, 16% (257.)

Spanish 65% (498) 761-1.1081

Mixed ___.... 221_ _(188) 8% (112)

Differences in Extent of Language Mixing as a.

While codeswitching is negligible in the speech,of the children in

this study (accounting for only 6% of the total tterances),-a trend.appears

to be emerging in respect to age/grade level. First graders in both regions

of the state-tended to codeswitch More than did the kindergarteners, and

second graders tended to' do more codeswitching than did the first graders

(see Tables '3 and 4). As the Tildren deVelop more proficiency in English

and move on into 'other stages in their 'native language and social develop-
m.

ment, we would :expect to see more codeswitching occurring within peer groups.
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Table 3

Classification,of Utterances Produced by the Targh Children
from District A by Grade Leveriff-Year--2

Grade

4
.

Efigli Spanish Mixed

1st

2nd

8% 52

23% (185) _68% (558) 9% (70)

Table 4

Classificatidn of Utter n es Produced by the Combined Group of
Target Children from Di ricts B & C by Gradel Level in Year 2

Grade Eholish Spanish 'Mixed'

85% (325) __10,45) 1% (4) _

1st -43% (193) 53% (239) 4% C20)

Dpe of Lanquage Mixing by the Children Over T'

The ,type of language mixing produced by the chiidren in bbth regions,

.111

of the state is Overwhelmingly lexical in nature. Not ce in Table 5 that

lexical codeswitching accounts for the majority of th mixed utterances not

only, in kindergarten and grade one, but in grade two as well. Sentential

switching occurs at all grade levels but not with as much vitality as does

lexical,switching. Phrasal switching is negligible, at this point, and is

found only occasionally in thNpeech of six of the children. Our data,

reveal orily two instances of phrasal switching by kindergarten; four

instances at grade one, with the remaining nine instances occuring at

grade two.



Table 5

Types of Mixed Utterances Produced_ by the Composite Group of

Target Children from District A and Districts B and C in Year 2

Lexical

District A Dist rict-B-&-C_

Year 1

(K = 1)

Year 2
( 1 - 2)

Year 2

(1.=.1,)_

64% (59) 7_8% (104) 55% (23)

Sentence 30% (28) 16% (211 43%_44,111_

Phrase 5% (5) 6% 48) 1% (1)

Summary

In summary,, codeswitching did not occur with great frequency in the

speech behavior of the children in our study. Regional differences were

found in the extent to which codeswitching occurred in the speech of the

children from the three communities studied. However, no'differences were

found in the type of language mixing used by the children as a function of
.

region. Age and/or level of skill in both English' and Spanish ,may be

related both to the extent and type 'of'codeswitching which occurs.
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